
Making Snowflake shapes in Illustrator

Begin by selecting a Polygon shape. This can be either a star or a flat surfaced 
polygon.  The shape and order in which we do these effects is the key.  In this 
first example we will start off with is a simple flat sided polygon. Let’s start with 
a hexagon, and it is good that you begin with an even number of sides, so this 
will look more like a snowflake.



Select this shape, then by clicking on the Effect options from the top menu, go down to 
Distort and Transform>Pucker and Bloat. This option will allow you to distort the 
shape by either pulling in or pushing out in certain areas and corners.

 



Toward the end of each effect this will start to turn into itself, giving us this shape at 
200%, at the right end.

Now we take this once simple polygon, and 
change it again. In the same Effects menu go to Distort and Transform>Zig Zag. This 
tool will add strait and diagonal line to the curved edges in a controlled manner.



 
Depending on the setting you use will determine all the detail of your snowflake.  The 
shape we will get when using Size of 10 pixels with 5 ridges per segment, set to corner 
we get this shape.



But if we used the same shape with slightly different settings (the ones displayed in the 
image of the option window) we get a result that is slightly off. Although we see this in 
nature, you may not want to get results like this:

You want more even and symmetrical results 
for uniform snowflakes, but if you want a touch of imperfections we see in realistic 
snowflakes, this option is also available. As are many others, I will go over just a few to 
get you started making thousands of different snowflakes. In the next image we 
change the settings just a bit in the zig zag tool. With a size of 3% set to Relative, and 
9 ridges per segment, set on Corner points we get this the snowflake on the left.



The shape on the left is set at the same settings but instead of having Corner selected 
from the Point option, Smooth is selected.  

Now we start with a slightly more complicated shape. We increase the number of side 
of the polygon to ten. We start with this decagon:

The shape on the left is bloated to 70%, giving us a flower shape. But that is for 
another tutorial, I will expand on making various flowers and petal shapes in the next 
tutorial-Experimenting with flower shapes.

We take this rounded shape and select our zig zag tool. Settings at Size-25, Absolute, 
5 Ridges per segment, and point set on Corner we get:



If we take the down to zero, on absolute with only 3 ridges per segment set on corner 
points we get a much simpler design.

Snowflakes from Star Shapes
Now we will see a few examples of some star shapes at action with these effects. We 
have a basic 5 sides star on the left, then the effect of a 90% bloat with the Pucker and 
Bloat tool on the right.



Expanding Appearance

Although some of these effects will work together, it is always best to go ahead 
and Expand Appearance. This “flattens” the shape, or simplifies it into basic 
lines, instead of keeping the last effect, which at times can affect/throw off the 
desired effect of the next application of distortion. We select our shape, and 
then under the Object tab we go down to Expand Appearance.



There are thousands of possibilities, far too many to include in one tutorial Play around 
with these techniques and tweaking them to see what you get.  I hope you all enjoyed 
this little tutorial.

-Lynn


